Abstract. Considerable deformation generates when concrete is with long-term loading and creep is one of the most important time-dependent behaviors and needs to be paid enough attention. It is of great important to understand the workability and liability of structures under long-term loading. This paper presents a method for calculation of concrete stress and strain considering effect of reinforcement and factor of reinforcement ratio has been considered. Results show that concrete stress can be reduced to some extent when reinforcement is placed under long-term loading and a reinforcement ratio of 3% is favorable. In addition, a reinforcement impact factor is recommended to quantify effect of reinforcement on concrete creep behavior.
Introduction
Concrete has been proved to be one of most important material for construction. Creep is one kind of time-dependent behaviors and effect of creep on concrete is complicated. On one hand, the risk of concrete crack is reduced considering concrete creep and relaxation behavior; on the other hand, part of prestress is lost during concrete creep. Coupling effect of structure dimension, restraint condition and adjoining members affects the evolution of concrete stress. Fig.1 shows the evolution of concrete stresses of different positions and it can be seen that the evolution of concrete stress at top and bottom point of concrete wall can be opposite [1] . For practice, most of concrete structures are reinforced. The effect of reinforcement on evolution of concrete stress still need to be paid attention as a additional restraint is provided by reinforcement because of difference between steel and concrete materials.
For reinforced concrete structures under short-term loading, the usage of reinforcement is not to prevent concrete from cracking [2] , but to limit the deflection and crack width of reinforced concrete members [3] . It should be noted that aforementioned conclusions about reinforcement are based on results under short-term loading, without considering time-dependent behavior of concrete. As a matter of fact, concrete structures after casting undergo changing environment and are impacted by external and internal restraints continuously [4] . Concrete creep theory has been improved and supplemented for decades [5] [6] [7] and a numerous of researchers studied the mechanical behavior of reinforced concrete [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Figure 1 . Evolution of concrete stress under different restraint conditions [1] This paper presents a method for calculation of concrete creep behavior under long-term loading and effect of reinforcement on concrete stress and strain has been quantitatively assessed by introducing a reinforcement impact factor.
Methodology
The concrete creep has been improved since the early twentieth century and numerous theories, such as effective modulus method, ageing theory and elastic creep theory [1] , has been widely used for calculation of concrete creep.
The elastic creep theory assume that the relation between deformation and stress is proportional and the total creep deformation can be attributed by the summation of creep caused by corresponding stress increment, known as superposition principle 
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Basic assumption
The perfect bond between steel and concrete is the key to insure the workability of reinforced concrete. For newly cast reinforced concrete structures, the deformation compatibility of steel and concrete should be considered firstly at early-age. Mimura et al. [13] studied the pull-out test under different concrete ages and found that the deformation of reinforcement and concrete was almost same under low loading level and the bond stress at early-age guarantees the workability of reinforced concrete. Therefore, the basic assumptions are as follows:
(1) plane cross-section assumption; (2) no slippage between reinforcement and concrete; (3) no cracking of concrete; (4) no stress-independent strain.
1.2 Creep analysis of reinforced concrete Concrete creep generates after initial loading, and then concrete stress and strain can be calculated by circular computation of each divided time increment. The corresponding strain and stress increment can be expressed as [14] γ are parameters of concrete specific creep. As can be seen from Fig.2 , the deformation of reinforced concrete is reduced because of the restraint by reinforcement and part of concrete stress can be transferred during this period. The concrete strain increment should be same with that of reinforcement because of deformation compatibility.
where N ∆ is the increment of load, s E the elastic modulus of reinforcement, s A the area of reinforcement, ρ the area ratio of concrete to reinforcement. Equation (11) can be described by the following expression and concrete stress and strain at arbitrary age can be calculated.
Case study
The dimensions of cross section of reinforced concrete are shown in Fig.3 . The length of each side is 200 mm, and the ratio of reinforcement is 1%. [14] . The elastic modulus of steel is 2×10 5 MPa, and the initial external load is assumed to be 60 Kn. The loading ageτ is 7 days and the specific creep of concrete ) ,
takes the following expression [13] . (13) whereτ is the loading age and t is the concrete age. Creep parameters are given in table 1. As expected, concrete stresses are gradually transferred to reinforcement as concrete creep develops. It is interesting to note that the concrete stress reduction seems rapidly at first days and then becomes flat at late-age, which is consistent with the evolution of concrete creep behavior. Fig.5 shows the concrete stress transfer under different reinforcement ratios. It can be seen that the restraint of reinforcement on concrete becomes stronger with the increasing reinforcement ratios and more concrete stress is transferred to reinforcement during this process. From the viewpoint of concrete creep, the positive effect of reinforcement on reduction of concrete stress is considerable when the reinforcement is 3%. 
Reinforcement impact factor
The computer calculation of concrete strain and stress is accurate, however, it is still unclear that how parameters, such as concrete age, reinforcement ratio, affect the stress distribution during loading period. Herein, the age-adjusted effective modulus method is adopted to analyze effect of reinforcement on concrete creep.
The total strain of concrete when applied an initial stress at takes the following expression [2] Based on deformation compatibility and force equilibrium, one can obtain
Substituting Equation (16) and (17) into (15), the strain increment of concrete can be expressed as , which involve in loading age , concrete age and reinforcement ratio, can be used to evaluate concrete creep behavior under long-term loading. As can be seen from Fig.6 , this impact factor is less than 1.0; besides, λ drops fast at first loading age and becomes constant afterwards. 
Conclusions
1. The concrete stress is gradually transferred to reinforcement during loading period. The concrete stress reduction rate seems rapidly at first days and then becomes flat at late-age, which is consistent with the evolution of concrete creep behavior. The positive effect of reinforcement on reduction of concrete stress is considerable when the reinforcement is 3%. 2. The reinforcement impact factor λ combines factors, such as loading age, reinforcement ratio and stress level and can be used to evaluate concrete creep behavior under long-term loading. This impact factor is less than 1.0 and becomes constant afterwards.
